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Current Developments in Airborne
Digital Frame Cameras
As Displayed in the Intergeo 2010 Exhibition
The continuous rapid development of digital imaging technology resulted in numerous airborne digital frame cameras
being shown at the Intergeo 2010 trade fair. For the airborne photogrammetric and mapping community, the many new or
improved frame cameras that were on display in the exhibition formed a real highlight of the event.
By Gordon Petrie
Fig. 1 – A Geoniss system with the digital SLR camera supported on its rotatable azimuth mount at right and with
the display screen of the control computer at left. (Source: Geoniss)

Introduction
While the editor-in-chief (Eric van Rees)
has already provided readers with his
overall impressions of Intergeo 2010 in
the previous issue of GEOInformatics, I
have been asked by him to focus attention on a particular subject area within
which considerable technical development has taken place and a substantial
number of new or improved products
have been introduced and displayed in
the exhibition. The area of
was an obvious choice for me to make,
since it quite definitely meets these criteria. This
review of the activity that is taking place in this
particular area, as seen at Intergeo 2010, will
be conducted under the now widely accepted
classification of airborne digital frame cameras
on the basis of the
of the image
that is being generated in the camera’s focal
plane at a single exposure station in the air –
with the individual cameras having small, medium or large formats respectively.

I - Small-Format Frame Cameras
Single Camera Systems
Two representative examples of the small-format digital frame camera systems that are commercially available and are in current use for
the acquisition of near-vertical airborne images
are those produced by MosaicMill Ltd. and
Geoniss. The Finnish-based
company acquired the well-established
business from the large Stora Enso forestry,
paper manufacturing, packaging and wood
products group in October 2009. Besides its
photogrammetric and image processing soft-

When I first wrote about this topic in GEOInformatics in 2003, small-format cameras generated frame images that were between 1 and
6 Megapixels in size; a medium-format camera
produced frame images that were typically 16
Megapixels in size; while a large-format camera
delivered frame images that were larger than
25 to 30 Megapixels in terms of their format
size. Now, in 2010,
cameras include
digital SLR cameras producing frame images
that are 25 Megapixels in size (and are going
up rapidly).
cameras currently
produce frame images in the range 39 to 60
Megapixels (and are set to increase to 80
Megapixels by the end of this year).
While a
frame image is
now regarded as being in the range
Fig. 2 - Diagram showing the
100 to 250 Megapixels. What a
principle of operation of a
change has taken place during this
stepping frame camera.
seven year period!
(Source: Goodrich)

ware, EnsoMosaic is also offered as a complete
turnkey system for airborne imaging, including
the possibility of such an operation being conducted on UAVs. The standard camera that is
offered as part of the overall EnsoMosaic system is the Canon EOS 1Ds Mark III digital SLR
camera with its 21 Megapixel image format.
However the Nikon D3x SLR camera with its
24.5 Megapixel format and the compact Sony
Alpha camera with its smaller 14.2 Megapixel
image have also been supplied to certain customers as part of their system. Besides these
small-format cameras, the EnsoMosaic aerial
imaging system can also utilize Hasselblad
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medium-format cameras. Along with the camera, MosaicMill also supplies the flight control
and camera electronics, including a GPS receiver for flight navigation purposes, together with
the required planning, calibration, navigation
and imaging software. Similarly the
airborne digital imaging system – which comes
company in
from the
Slovenia – is designed specifically for use on
small and ultra-light aircraft. It comprises a camera base plate incorporating a circular yaw
(heading) movement, together with appropriate electronics and software to control the camera exposures [Fig. 1]. The Nikon D3x digital SLR
camera is used as standard. However, like the
EnsoMosaic system from MosaicMill, the
Geoniss system can also utilize Hasselblad
medium-format frame cameras.

Multiple Camera Systems
The increasing use of
small-format
frame cameras and images to provide greater
area coverage of the ground is a feature of the
current airborne imaging scene. One approach
is to generate a fan of vertical and oblique dig[a]

[b]
[a]
ital frame photos during a single rapid rotation of these cameras
in a series of steps in
the cross-track direction relative to the
flight line – a technique
that is called “stepand-stare” or “sweepframing” by the reconnaissance community Fig. 4 – The VisionMap MIST stepping frame camera for use in small UAV aircraft
[Fig. 2]. This technique
with its single camera shown uncovered at (a) and encased at (b). (Source:
VisionMap}
has been used for the
last decade or more
the cameras can be supplied with a CIR (colour
on military reconnaissance aircraft – for examinfra-red) capability. The twin cameras that are
ple on Tornado aircraft of the U.K.’s Royal Air
used in the A3 system are equipped with folded
Force; on F-16 aircraft of the Polish Air Force;
reflective mirror optics having a focal length (f)
and on Predator-B UAVs operated by the U.S.
of 300 mm and a maximum scan or sweep angle
Air Force – in each case, using purpose-built
of 104 degrees. A single cross-track scan or
camera systems that have been supplied by the
sweep takes 4 seconds and generates up to 29
Goodrich Corporation in the U.S.A. The same
pairs of photographs. The twin-camera A3 unit
basic configuration of
weighs 15 kg, while the accompanying on-board
has been adopted, albeit in a more compact
control computer unit – which includes an
form, by two Israeli companies that are producOmniSTAR-supported GNSS receiver; a soliding camera systems for use in commercial aeristate memory; and an on-board JPEG 2000 proal survey and mapping operations.
cessing capability – weighs a further 10 kg. A
The first of these is the
that has been
complementary digital photogrammetric processcompany from Tel
produced by the
ing system accompanies the A3 camera system.
Aviv in Israel. This system employs twin digital
Several of these A3 camera systems are already
stepping frame cameras to generate pairs of 11
in commercial operation, including two operated
Megapixel panchromatic or RGB photographs
by Fugro EarthData in the U.S.A.; a further two
side-by-side during its cross-track scan or sweep
that are in use with Aerodata International
over the ground [Fig. 3]. At Intergeo 2010,
Surveys from Belgium (which is now controlled
VisionMap announced that, if required, one of
[a]

[b]

Fig. 5 – (a) Showing the ground coverage of the
forward and backward looking scans or sweeps
of the twin cameras forming part of the
Airborne Mapping Unit (AMU). (b) The twin
camera system of the AMU.
(Source: Tiltan Systems Engineering Ltd.)

[b]

Fig. 3 – (a) The VisionMap A3 twin stepping frame
camera system. (b) A diagram showing the patterns of ground coverage that are generated by the
A3 camera system. The “Single Frames” are those
acquired by a single camera; the “Double Frames”
are those acquired simultaneously by the twin
cameras of the A3 system. The “Super Large
Frame” (SLF) comprises all the single and double
frames acquired during one specific sweep over
the ground. The SLF is a synthetic image formed
from the multiple A3 frame images covering a
large area and is intended for use in stereo-interpretation and stereo-photogrammetric mapping.
(Source: VisionMap)
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Fig. 6 – Diagram showing
the distinctive “Maltese
Cross” ground coverage of a
five camera system that produces a single near-vertical
photo and four oblique photos. (Drawn by Mike Shand)

tem PC. As with the
VisionMap system, the
Tiltan system is supplied
together with its so-called

by the Pasco Corporation from Japan); a single
example by GetMapping in the U.K.; and another by the Ofek mapping company in Israel. A further development of this technology by
system. This is based on
VisionMap is the
the same stepping frame camera principle, but
employs only a single small-format camera generating colour RGB imagery, instead of the twin
camera unit of the A3 [Fig. 4]. With its light weight
of 10 kg, the MIST system is intended principally
for use in small tactical UAVs.
The second stepping frame camera system –
called the
(AMU) – was
introduced at Intergeo 2010. The system is produced by the
company, which is based in Petach Tikva in
Israel. Its development has been carried out in
,a
partnership with
subsidiary of the Diamond aircraft manufacturing company which is based in Austria. Again
twin frame cameras with 11 Megapixel CCD
arrays are used in conjunction with f = 300 mm
optics. However the configuration is somewhat
different to that of the VisionMap A3. With the
AMU system, one camera points in the forward
direction at slant angles of +160 to +450, while
the other points in the backward direction at
slant angles of -160 to -450 [Fig. 5 (a)]. Each of
the two cameras steps to expose a fan or strip
of four frame photographs in the cross-track
direction sequentially. This sweep gives an
angular coverage of 19 degrees for each of the
two strips in the cross-track direction. The overall system includes a scanning, pointing and
stabilization (SPS) unit, which stabilizes the two
cameras around their pitch and roll axes and
controls the scanning angles of the rotatable
mirrors that are placed in front of the cameras
[Fig. 5 (b)]. A GPS receiver provides positional
information for geo-referencing purposes, with
the overall system being controlled via the sys-

, which comprises
photogrammetric software
that converts the acquired
image data into mapping
and modelling products, including the automated production of DTM data leading to the generation of true orthophotos and 3D urban models.

“Maltese Cross” Systems
This type of imaging system comprises a single nadir (near-vertical) pointing frame camera
and four oblique pointing frame cameras, all of
which are mounted rigidly together in a specially built frame. Two of the oblique cameras
point in opposite directions cross-track, while
the remaining pair of oblique cameras point in
opposite directions along-track [Fig. 6]. The
resulting ground coverage of the five cameras
takes the distinctive form of a “Maltese Cross”.
The principal independent supplier of this type
of system is Track’Air, which is based both in
Oldenzaal in The Netherlands and in Orlando,
Florida. The
implementation of this
system, which utiimaging scheme is its
lizes five of the small-format Canon EOS 1Ds
Mark III cameras that have already been men-

tioned above. Each of the five cameras is fitted
with a Zeiss lens. In order to ensure the complete rigidity and stability of the lens and camera body, as required for photogrammetric
work, each of the Canon cameras is fitted into
an exoskeleton frame that ensures that no
movement can take place between these major
components [Fig. 7 (a)]. Each camera is then
calibrated by Applanix, which also supplies the
POS-AV position and orientation system – if this
is required by the customer. Track’Air has sold
35 MIDAS systems to date [Fig. 7 (b)].
The Track’Air company has also designed a
with one vertical and eight
oblique pointing frame cameras [Fig. 8]. The
four additional cameras have the same alignment as the four oblique cameras of the existing five-camera MIDAS system, but each will
have a different oblique angular pointing. This
arrangement will extend the ground coverage
along the arms of the “Maltese Cross”.
Besides the established five-camera MIDAS system, it is worth noting that Track’Air is also
introducing a compact small-format frame camera system for use in light aircraft. This utilizes
a special mount that can be controlled either
manually or automatically. This mount allows
the installation of various camera configurations
– such as single or dual vertical digital SLR cameras; or a combination of a vertical and an
oblique camera; or a triple camera installation
comprising forward, vertical and backward
[b]

Fig. 7 – (a) Showing a Canon EOS 1Ds Mark III at
left; the exoskeleton frame in the middle; and the
camera enclosed in its exoskeleton frame at right.
(b) A complete MIDAS system as fitted in a photographic aircraft. (Source: Track’Air)

[a]
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[a]

[b]

Fig. 8 – CAD drawings of the proposed nine camera system comprising one vertical pointing camera and
eight oblique pointing cameras - (a) a side view showing the stacked cameras; and (b) a view of the system as
seen from below. (Source: Track’Air)

pointing cameras. A further possible development is the use of the larger-format (37.5
Megapixel) Leica S2 digital SLR camera, which
is under test by Track’Air at the present time.

II – Medium-Format Frame
Cameras
By far the largest suppliers of medium-format
airborne digital frame cameras have been
Applanix (with its DSS camera systems) and
RolleiMetric (with its AIC metric cameras). Both
companies have been bought by Trimble which,
as a result, is now the largest supplier within
this category. So it was especially interesting to
see and hear about the new airborne camera
products from Trimble GeoSpatial that were
being introduced at Intergeo 2010. On the one
hand, the company introduced its
camera system which generates a
60 Megapixel frame image and can be equipped
with either f = 35 or 50 mm lenses that can be
interchanged by the user [Fig. 9 (a)]. The body
of the actual camera, which was formerly supplied by Contax (which has gone out of business), is now manufactured in-house by
Applanix. It includes a user-replaceable focalplane shutter cartridge. The overall DSS
WideAngle system is integrated with a POS-AV
(GPS/IMU) unit for direct geo-referencing and
[a]

[b]

also includes the Applanix POSTrack flight management system. The second product release
concerned the
(formerly
the AIC metric camera), which is available in
both 39 and 60 Megapixel versions for the
acquisition of RGB or CIR frame images [Fig. 9
(b)]. A forward motion compensation (FMC)
capability for this camera was announced at
Intergeo. This allows a 2x increase in the maximum flight speed of the airborne platform and
a decrease of up to three stops in shutter speed
for typical flight altitudes. Existing examples of
the AIC camera can be upgraded to have this
FMC capability too. Trimble is also offering its
four-coupled
with the
four medium-format cameras set in an oblique
but slightly overlapping block configuration and
encased in a rigid mount [Fig. 9 (c)]. After rectification and stitching, the resulting four merged
images constitute a single large-format frame
image.
Another much smaller supplier of medium-format airborne cameras has been
,
which is based at Charleroi Airport in the southern part of Belgium. Its range of cameras was
described in my article that was published in
the June 2009 issue of GEOInformatics. Three
months before Intergeo (in June 2010), the
DiMAC company, including its technology and
[c]

Fig. 9 – (a) At right is the Trimble DSS WideAngle camera system with its accompanying IMU, both of which
have been mounted on the system’s base plate that can be rotated in azimuth. At left is the control cabinet
with its stack of drawers containing the integrated POS-AV direct geo-referencing system and the system control electronics, with the system display monitor placed on top of the cabinet. (b) The ruggedized Trimble
Aerial Camera with its control electronics box placed on top of the camera. (c) The Trimble Aerial Camera x4
comprising four medium-format frame cameras that are set in an oblique pointing block configuration within a rigid cylindrical box. (Source: Trimble GeoSpatial Division)
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patents, was acquired by
from Canada,
which is well known as a major supplier of both
airborne and ground-based laser scanning systems. A large proportion of the Optech company’s ALTM range of airborne laser scanners have
been sold integrated with medium-format digital frame cameras. Previously these cameras had
been supplied to Optech by RolleiMetric and
Applanix. However, in September 2008, Trimble
bought the TopoSys company and started to
compete in the airborne laser scanning market
with the Harrier scanner product that had been
developed by TopoSys. Besides which, Trimble
also acquired the RolleiMetric company in
September 2008 and it already owned Applanix.
Thus it was not unexpected that Optech would
seek a new camera supplier that was not owned
by a competitor. Through its acquisition of
DiMAC, Optech is now able to offer a varied
range of airborne digital cameras – comprising
the twin-camera DiMAC Wide+; the DiMAC
Light+; and the DiMAC UltraLight+ models – all
of which it can now produce and support inhouse. All three camera models are available
with 60 Megapixel digital backs generating RGB
images and they all utilize the DiMAC forward
motion compensation (FMC) technology. The
production of the DiMAC cameras is now being
undertaken in Optech’s main facility in Vaughan,
Ontario, while the camera research and development department will remain in Belgium.
Already the first fruits of this merger were to be
seen with a fully integrated ALTM scanner and
DiMAC UltraLight+ camera package that utilizes
a custom-built mount [Fig. 10].
In the article published in the June 2009 issue
of GEOInformatics, in which I reviewed the
range of DiMAC cameras that were available at
that time, the design of the six-camera
system was included. Since then,
a completely new design of this system has
been developed by DiMAC for the sole use of
the Cicade mapping company [Fig. 11]. At present, there are no plans to market the system
commercially, neither by Cicade, nor by DiMAC.
As described in a previous article of mine that
was published in the September 2009 issue of
GEOInformatics,
first entered
the medium-format airborne frame camera market in 2007 with its RCD105 model that was
designed specifically for integration and concurrent operation with Leica’s ALS series of airborne laser scanners. This product was followed
by the “stand-alone” RCD100 system in which
the camera was fully integrated with a control
electronics unit; with the company’s IPAS
(Inertial Position & Attitude System); and with
the PAV80 gyro-stabilized mount. The actual
CH39 frame camera unit that was used in both
the RCD100 and RCD105 systems was sourced
December 2010
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Fig.10 – This illustration shows an integrated
ALTM scanner & DiMAC camera package from
Optech. At left are an Orion ALTM laser scanner
and a DiMAC UltraLight+ medium-format frame
camera, which are mounted together on a custombuilt tiltable mount; in the middle are a laptop
computer and a small system display monitor;
while at right is the “IT Cube” with its control and
data acquisition electronics and computers and its
removable data storage units. (Source: Optech)

from Geospatial Systems in the U.S.A. However,
at Intergeo 2010, came the announcement of a
completely new series of RCD30 medium-format frame cameras. These new cameras are
being made in-house by Leica and are very substantially different in their design and construction to the earlier RCD100/105 models.
Each RCD30 frame camera [Fig. 12 (a)] features
(i) a 60 Megapixel CCD array (instead of the 39
Megapixel arrays that were used in the previous RCD100/105 models); (ii) a between-thelens shutter (instead of a focal plane shutter);
and (iii) a forward motion compensation (FMC)
capability that operates along two axes (lineof-flight and cross-track). The
variant of
the camera features twin CCD arrays that receive
their respective images via a beam splitter to
generate (i) an RGB colour image (using a Bayer
mosaic pattern filter), and (ii) an NIR image
[a]

[b]

simultaneously. When the two images are coregistered, a colour infra-red (CIR) image will
result. The
variant of the camera is not
fitted with the beam splitter and has only a single CCD array, so it produces only the RGB
colour image. The camera system control box
can handle up to five CH-6x cameras simultaneously. This allows single, dual, triple, quadruple and quintuple configurations to be implemented for image data acquisition. The Duo
pod and mount for dual camera operation is
shown in Figs. 12 (b) and (c).
The
range of modular medium–format frame cameras were also reviewed
in another (separate) article of mine that also
appeared in the September 2009 issue of
GEOInformatics. This highlighted the large range
of camera configurations that are offered by IGI
– using between one and five cameras in every
possible configuration to acquire both vertical
and oblique aerial photography, either in combination or separately. These different configurations can be implemented in combination
with a wide range of lenses with focal lengths
varying from 28 to 300 mm. Yet another variation is possible in terms of the format size; currently three different sizes – 39, 50 and 60
Megapixels – are being offered. As with those
other suppliers who offer airborne laser scanning systems, many of the single DigiCAM cameras are being supplied fully integrated with
IGI’s LiteMapper laser scanner products.
At Intergeo 2010, IGI displayed the latest version of its Quattro-DigiCAM camera fitted into a
new outer case [Fig. 13 (a)], which in turn fits
directly into modern gyro-stabilized mounts
such as the Somag GSM 3000 or the Leica
PAV30 and PAV80 models. The Quattro-DigiCAM
has its four medium-format frame cameras
closely coupled together, with each tilted in an
oblique but overlapping block configuration
[Fig. 13 (b)]. The shutters in each of the four
cameras expose their low oblique images simultaneously and with a very high degree of synchronization. After rectification and stitching, the
four merged images produce a final large-format frame image that is either 145, 191 or 235
Megapixels in size – depending on which digital backs (either 39, 50 or 60 Megapixels) have
been fitted to the individual DigiCAM cameras.

Fig. 11 – (a) This CAD drawing shows the arrangement of the new DiMACoblique camera system - with
its twin vertically pointing cameras and four oblique
pointing cameras. (b) This diagram shows the ground
coverage of the DiMACoblique camera system – the
green box showing the combined coverage of the
twin vertical frame cameras, while the red boxes
(linked to the angular cones of coverage) show the
ground coverage of the four oblique frame cameras.
(Source: Cicade)
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IGI is also offering its
airborne thermal-IR frame camera system which operates in
the 8 to 14 ɥm wavelength range. The actual
camera is based on the Jenoptik unit which uses
an uncooled micro-bolometer focal plane array
(FPA) to produce a frame image that is 640 x
480 pixels in size. The camera is linked to IGI’s
own DigiControl control unit with its TFT touchscreen display [Fig. 14]. IGI has also partnered
with the Dutch
company to offer a
complete UAV system that uses IGI’s DigiCAM
or DigiTHERM cameras in combination with its
AEROcontrol (GPS/IMU) system to acquire georeferenced imagery [Fig. 15].
company is incorporated
The
in the U.S.A., but has its research and development facility in Israel. It is yet another company
that is offering a complete package comprising
an airborne digital photographic imaging system
and an accompanying highly automated photogrammetric system (called IPS2.OT) that produces mapping and modelling products from the
acquired airborne imagery. The
(IDM) digital photographic system comprises three major components or units. (i) The
first of these consists of the actual camera and
its mount [Fig. 16 (a)]. These are placed in a protective box that can be moved out on slides
externally into the airstream when the aircraft
reaches the target area that is to be photographed from the air. The camera mount is stabilized in roll and pitch using the signals from a
two-axes gyro, while the signals from a GPS
receiver equipped with two antennas are used
to correct the heading or yaw movement in
azimuth. The camera can either be a single unit,
as in the
system, or the system can utilize three cameras, as in the IDM 600 system. A
medium-format digital SLR camera producing 60
Megapixel RGB colour images is the current standard with the IDM 200 system. An 80 Megapixel
digital back will be available soon. As for the
system, a typical installation comprises two
medium-format digital frame cameras exposing
60 Megapixel RGB and CIR images respectively,
with the third camera being a thermal-IR unit
exposing frame images that are 640 x 480 pixels in size [Fig. 16 (b)]. Several other combinations of cameras are possible with the IDM 600
– for example, three RGB cameras for wide swath
coverage or a combination of RGB + NIR + thermal-IR cameras. (ii) The second major component of the system consists of a box that contains the control electronics, storage media, etc.
– which remains inside the body of the aircraft
at all times. (iii) The overall control of the system, including the flight management, navigation and camera exposure control operations, is
carried out by the camera operator using a suitably programmed laptop computer, which forms
the third major component of the system.
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[c]

Fig. 12 – (a) The new Leica Geosystems RCD30 medium-format airborne digital frame camera. (b) & (c) - CAD
drawings showing the mount for the dual camera version of the Leica RCD30 as seen from above in (b); and
as seen from below in (c). (Source: Leica Geosystems)

On show on the
stand was the
latest version of the company’s
medium-format airborne digital camera. This
has a rather unique design utilizing four frame
cameras [Fig. 17]. Two of these cameras operate side-by-side to generate an image that is
9.5k x 6.6k pixels = 64 Megapixels in size.
Forward motion compensation to ensure blurfree images is achieved using CCD arrays incorporating Time Delayed Integration (TDI) technology. A further pair of frame cameras expose
smaller-format colour (RGB) and NIR images

respectively, each of which is 5.4k x 3.8k pixels
= 20 Megapixels in size. The data from these
smaller-format images may be used to colourize the pan image, for instance to generate
false-colour (CIR) images. A new version of this
camera – called the
– was
announced at Intergeo 2010. In this improved
model, the main panchromatic image produced
by the twin cameras will be increased in size
to 11.7k x 7.9k pixels = 92 Megapixels, while
the two smaller-format RGB and NIR images are
5.3k x 3.6k pixels = 19 Megapixels in size.

Information about yet another system comprising multiple medium-format frame cameras –
called the
system – was given in posters
and a brochure that were available on the stand
of the
company,
which is an offshoot of the Chinese Academy
of Surveying & Mapping. The SWDC is an integrated system with four oblique-pointing frame
cameras arranged in an overlapping block configuration and firing simultaneously from a single station in the air – which is similar in its
basic concept to that of the IGI Quattro-DigiCAM
and the Trimble Aerial Camera x4 that have
already been discussed above. The final rectified, stitched and merged large-format frame
image – which is produced from the set of four
39 Megapixel medium-format images that have
been exposed simultaneously by the SWDC
camera – is 145 Megapixels in size.

III – Large-Format Frame
Cameras
With regard to large-format digital frame cameras, there is a very simple choice. On the one
hand, there is the new
camera with its single monolithic CCD array gen-
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[a]

[b]

[a]

[a]

[b]

Fig. 13 –The IGI Quattro-DigiCAM as displayed at
Intergeo 2010, with (a) the view of the newly
designed case containing the four cameras and the
accompanying AEROcontrol GPS/IMU system, as
seen from above, and (b) the view from beneath the
multiple camera system, showing the four oblique
pointing camera lenses in their block configuration. (Source:IGI)

erating large-format pan frame images. The
camera’s pan imager is supplemented by four
medium-format (42 Megapixel) CCD arrays that
produce separate multi-spectral frame images
in the red, green, blue (RGB) and NIR parts of
the spectrum. These images can be used to
colourize the large-format pan frame images to
produce colour and false-colour images – if this
is required. As described in my recent article on
the DMC II camera that was published in the
July/August 2010 issue of GEOInformatics, the
current DMC II140 model generates a 140
Megapixel pan frame image. Already ten of
these cameras have been delivered, supplementing the 100+ examples of the previous
DMC model that had already been supplied to
users. Apparently the first deliveries of the
newest and still larger-format DMC II230 and
DMC II250 models with their 230 and 250
Megapixel frame images will start soon. For
most visitors, Intergeo 2010 was the first opportunity to see the new DMC II camera at first
hand. It should be noted that, if the camera is
supplied without the large-format pan imager,
it then becomes the
product, which is
purely a medium-format four-channel multispectral frame camera.
[a]

[b]

[c]

Fig. 15 – (a) A Geocopter UAV. (b) The view from
beneath the UAV showing an IGI DigiCAM camera
and the storage box for the controller and data
storage units. (c) The view of the camera compartment from above, showing the DigiCAM camera
(lower) and the IMU of the AEROcontrol system
(upper) on their shared mount. (Source: IGI)

The alternative product to the DMC II is the
large-format frame camera.
This utilizes an array of small- and medium-format CCDs to expose their images in a very rapid
time series from a single position in the air to
produce (after processing and merging) its final
pan frame image which is 17.3k x 11.3k pixels
= 196 Megapixels in size. Again this large-for[a]

mat pan imaging capability is supplemented by
four small-format multi-spectral (RGB + NIR)
cameras, each of which generates frame images
that are 5.7k x 3.8k pixels = 22 Megapixels in
size and can be used to colourize the large-format pan image. The UltraCam Xp is available
in two flavours – (i) the standard model, which
is equipped with lenses having focal lengths of
100 mm (for its pan imager) and 33 mm (for
each of the multi-spectral channels) respectively; and (ii) the wide-angle model with lenses
having focal length values of 70 mm (pan) and
23 mm (multi-spectral) respectively. Various
models (UC-D, UC-X & UC-Xp) in the UltraCam
large-format frame camera series have been
released successively since 2003. Reportedly a
total of over 150 units have been sold to date.
Thus it has proven to be very popular with aerial photographic companies and with commercial and national mapping agencies.
Other than the DMC II and the UltraCam Xp
cameras, then, as discussed above, the alternative route to the acquisition of large-format
frame images is to utilize the integrated fourcoupled medium-format camera systems such
as the IGI Quattro-DigiCAM; the Trimble Aerial
Camera x4; and the Chinese SWDC camera and
then rectify, stitch together and merge the
resulting images.

[b]

[b]

Fig. 14 – (a) At the left side of this photo is the TFT
touch-screen display; in the middle is the
DigiControl control unit; while at right is the
DigiTHERM thermal-IR frame camera. (b) This
Dual-DigiTHERM system, with its twin cameras
pointing obliquely on either side of the flight line,
has been placed in a cylindrical adapter box that
fits into a Somag GSM 3000 gyro-stabilized mount.
The IMU from an AEROcontrol system (which is
contained in the red box) has been placed on a
shelf directly above the two DigiTHERM cameras.
(Source: IGI)

Fig. 17 – (a) The Vexcel
UltraCam L camera showing the arrangement of
its four lenses capturing twin pan and single RGB
and NIR images respectively. (b) Showing the drawer
of electronics cards in the upper part of the camera
that control the camera’s operations. (Source: Vexcel
Imaging)

Conclusion

Fig. 16 – (a) An overall view of an Icaros Digital
Mapper (IDM) system showing the controller unit
mounted inside the aircraft, while the unit containing the camera and its mount has been moved
out into the shooting or exposing position which
is located external to the aircraft. (b) This illustration shows the three major components of an
Icaros IDM 600 system. At left is the laptop computer; in the middle is the electonics control unit;
while at right is the camera unit containing the
three cameras – two of them are Phase One medium-format digital SLR cameras, while the third is a
thermal-IR frame camera. (Souce: Icaros
Geosystems)

The Intergeo 2010 exhibition showcased the rich
variety of airborne digital frame cameras that
are currently available on the market – with a
huge range of format sizes, focal lengths, camera configurations and supporting systems.
Even the most discerning and demanding customer might (or should) be satisfied with the
choice that is currently being offered.
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